Sintratec Kits have started shipping and a new machine to be unveiled at Euromold 2015

In December last year Sintratec held a crowdfunding campaign to make the world’s first laser sintering 3D printer kit a reality. During June and July, first backers visited Sintratec in Switzerland and put together their Sintratec Kit, helping to perfect the assembly instructions along the way. And now Sintratec proudly announces that shipment to backers has begun early August!

After years of hard work lots of hugs and high-fives were shared at Sintratec HQ after seeing the very first Sintratec Kits successfully put into operation by real customers. One has already registered his Kit at 3Dhubs.
Since the conclusion of Sintratec's crowdfunding campaign the team could implement serious improvements to their machine both in hardware and software - the laser scan speed for example became 4 times faster. Sintratec wishes that now finally the superior laser sintering technology can become available to a wider public.

Enter quality small batch production: In the manufacturing of new Sintratec Kits existing ones already participate by manufacturing lense holders for the Kits’ optics.

Sintratec Kit lense holders

To celebrate the start of Sintratec’s crowdfunding campaign fulfilment Sintratec launched a new website. Furthermore Sintratec will participate in this year’s Euromold, the world fair for additive manufacturing in Düsseldorf Germany. Anyone curious is invited to visit Sintratec in hall 16, booth A71. After the fair Sintratec Kits will become available for 4999€, during the fair Kits can be ordered at Sintratec’s booth for a reduced price of 4499€. To make absolutely sure you won’t regret visiting, Sintratec will unveil a completely new product at the fair, a fully assembled machine that will complement the Kit and target professional customers. Stay tuned on facebook or twitter!
Sneak peek - a new machine to be unveiled at Euromold 2015